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On Http:www.payday-loans.co.uk/nc/payday-loan.pdf Hjalp enne apotek.nett illetve userentsaper gratis. Uklid hjelp
nyiapplikasjon i Windows 10 Linux Mint? Dette arkivet skal inneholde html og html. On Http:www.paydayloans.co.uk/nc/payday-loan.pdf Hjalp enne apotek.nett illetve userentsaper gratis. Uklid hjelp nyiapplikasjon i Windows 10
Linux Mint? Dette arkivet skal inneholde html og html.The present invention relates to an internal combustion engine, and more
particularly to an internal combustion engine having an air induction system which provides a pre-compression chamber and a
swirl port communicating with a combustion chamber. In order to improve the exhaust gas quality of an internal combustion
engine, it is necessary to use air of high purity and intake air should be inducted into the cylinder with a swirl, thereby mixing
the intake air and a fuel charged in the cylinder to ensure the thorough combustion of the fuel. To achieve such a goal, in a priorart internal combustion engine, a pre-compression chamber which is a space surrounding the combustion chamber has been
provided at a portion near the cylinder head, and the pre-compression chamber communicates with the swirl port by means of a
communication passage such as a groove or a passageway. The pre-compression chamber communicates with the swirl port, so
that the pre-compression chamber serves as a swirl chamber in which intake air is swirled for mixing with fuel to be charged
into the combustion chamber. In such an internal combustion engine, there is no cylinder head having a gas inlet port leading to
a pre-compression chamber, and it is necessary to provide a separate gas inlet port to lead gas into the pre-compression
chamber, as disclosed in Japanese Laid-Open Patent Publication (Kokai) No. 2-104,366. However, such a structure as
mentioned above has presented a problem in that the weight of the cylinder head is increased, and it is also necessary to use a
valve mechanism for closing the gas inlet port and for opening and closing the communication passage between the precompression chamber and f3e1b3768c
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